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b . ~ . be mformed m May whether .or .not ·
·
U
on contingency as1s ; their acceptanc~ ~tanas. .· !, ; students stateWide
:

The final dec1s1on cannot be made
until university officials receive the
1991-93 budget in May.
Central is facing the prospect of a $6
After Feb. 1, Central will be accepting million cut over the next two years, if
students en.
t rolling for
b fa. ll qua.drter 1991 Gov. Booth Gardner's h1'gher educat1"on
on a con mgency asis, sai James . proposals come through the state LegPappas, dean of admissions and rec- islature unscathed. Gardner proposed
or~~- h h
·· a total cut of$100 million to higher eduig sc ool and community college · ·
students ac~epte~ at Cen.tral after the · .See LETTERS/ page 2
Feb. 1 deadlme will be mailed a "con tin- .
.

by Mark Eaton a·n d Darla Hill
Observer staff

. since state colleges have the capacity to
accept more students, not funding that
capacity could jeopardize a college
education.
· ·
The "Washington State Higher Eduby Jonathan Modie
cation Opportunity Act of 1991" asks
Ol;;>serv~r Olympia burea~
the Legislature to fund FTE (full time
. - ''\ '.:~ ··
· · ·· .
equivalent) enrollment raises in col· · Every. qualified Washington citizen leges statewide.
must h ave access to a college in this
According to the bill, Central would
state, according to a bill introduced by receive an extra 550 students, the most
Sen. Gerald . L. "Jerry" Saling, R- asked by any college, to push the total
Spokane.
budgetedenrollmentatCentral to 6,640
The Senate Higher Education Corn- .
rnitteechairman'sproposal,introduced
to the · committee Jan. 17, also sai~ . See BILL_I page 2
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war in the Persian Gu\t is
shown in signs such as
"We support our troops; .
stop the war," carried by ·
Central students as part of ;~
·
a protest march In ~
Ellensburg last Saturday -:.
that featured heated rhetoric on both sides of a
very complex issue. ·
Walt Atkinson/The Observer

A DIVIDED
'COMMUNITY
Protesters parade against Persian Gulf .war -

by J.R. Walker and
Jim Thomsen
Observer staff

bout 150 Central
students and
Ellensburg community members
until the crowds dispersed.
marchers would not be ...
and Central police officers,
banded together in a peace
Ellensburg City Manager
stopped.
who characterized the march
march last Saturday to
Doug
Williams said the ·
"Sure,
they
don't
have
a
as "very orderly," were on
protest the recent outbreak
escort
was provided "to allow
permit,"
Teeples
said.
"But
hand
to
prevent
occasional
of war in the Persian Gulf.
people
to express themselves
we talked it over·with the
But when the war protest- differences of opinion from
and
to
be
safe. The group has
ers made it to their destina- growing into heated confron- -city last week and decided
worked
well
with us in an
what
the
hell
this
is
tation.
tion, the Rotary Pavilion in
orderly
fashion."
America.
Let
them
go
ahead.
Central
police
Chief
Al
downtown Ellensburg, they
The rally was organized by
There's no harm in it,"
Teeples said he and
were met by a smaller
About a dozen officers
crowd of pro-war counterde- Ellensburg Chief Hal Rees
both decided that despite no · · cordoned off the march route . See PROTEST I page 5
monstrators.
to car tra~c and stood by
About a dozen Ellensburg · insurance or permits, the

A

but presidential policies have prominent supporters

Inside
Pages
•Special blood drive called
• Faculty Senate resolution
Pages 6,7,8
• Editorial defends apathy
• Professor pans resolution
• Restraint, support urged
Page9
•John Gaines profile
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· halls returned forwinterquaJ'.i;er, they ~.· quiet hours are iri effect 24 hours per
·· discovered that "loud hours," as they . · day.~." . •
·
,,
called them, no longer existed. '·
-:.- Carmody-Munro had permitted loud
The sounds from Siberia have grown
"Several students expressed concern · hours during the 1989-90 school year,
more silent this quarter.
to rnyself ·that it was a ·violation of ·'· but Larsen didn't learn of it until last
Carmody-Munro and Kennedy/Green contract," said Murray Larsen, direc- · fall. Kennedy/Green halls were changed
halls, located at the north end of cam- tor of Residence Living.
.
to quiet halls last September, so their
pus, are informally known as "Siberia."
Every quiet hall resident, upon mov- loud hours were new in existence.
Both designated quiet halls, they have; ing in, signs a contract stating in part:
Residents of Carmody-Munro and
unofficially, in the past, allowed their ·. "Students who have requested and have ·Kennedy/Green, have, for the most part,
residents to create noise without repri- · been assigned to designated quiet halls .,accepted their restrictions.
rnand from 4 to 6 p.rn.
are expected to accept and comply with . "The spirit of the hall has not changed
However, when the residents of these the special conditions of those halls... on my floor," said Chris Seeley, living

by Suzy LeMoine
Staff reporter

· group advisor at Carmody-Munro.
However, a few residents have concerns about the silence.
"Not having loud hours really doesn't
bother me, but the reason for it does,"
saidBradBaumgart,aCarmody-Munro
resideht.
According to Baumgart, some resi dents who complained about the noise
did not first confront the originator of'

See SILENCE I page 5
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Freshmen
adlllission
hinges ~n .
budget
outcome
From LETTERS I page 1
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ASSault\Vith-_ ft ''deadly 'commode
· ing, the report said.
The officers asked the
~il;>:,,Campus
alarm technician if dust
ported to Kitti·
could set off the alarm, and
tas Valley Corn..
, by Mark Eaton
the technician said it was
rnunity Hospital Jan. 15,
then treated and released .:._,.
!· ,.,.
;;~highly possible, the report
said. ·-for a wound on the back of.':~:::;_ hospital and met the officers -~(\~~the dust from a blanket, a
The two men allowed the
his head, a campus police ;· ·--:· in the lobby ofMuzzall, the · - ~~- campus police report said." ·
police to search their room
report said. ·.) ' · ··· · <' -,~ :r i ti_..;report said~ ,.~; .r-;·.f;..·_ S~*:: ·"';1<~: .-~ Police responded to the
for evidence of fire. When
The man told police he·' .;;,,,,r,ry;....:.:..~ The man told officers he be.:···~-~ ·alarm and were met by a
the officers didn't find any,
was in a bathroom stall "'"
lieves he hit his head on the,__· living group adviser who .
they shook the blanket
when he began to feel sick. 7r;toil!t, ,~h~- r~p~rt sai~r r:l''':~· :-~ ' pointed out the two ~ei:i as
themselves and found it to
He then remembered wak- :~ _;--:/ ~'·' ~ v
~
;ti' '"
:i _::- - they ran from the bu.tiding ·
be dusty, the report said.
ing up on the floor with the
Two Davies Hall men·
toward a car parked \in the
The two men were not
injury to his head, th~ ~ ·~ _told ~ampus poli~e they ac-. . area of 11th Avenue and
report said.
··
· "· •, ~ cidentally 's et off a fire alartp.'. , .·. Maple Street, the report said. charged with setting off the
alarm and the case was
The man called campus ~, . q outside their room' door Jan.:.tl> :~; The officers ~aught the men
closed, the report said.
police for transport to a '-·, ,. -15 when they w~r~ shakfog . : ·-. a~dJ1eld them for question-

A
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Cops

cation when the Legislature
opened Jan. 14.
Pappas sent a letter explaining how the contingency program works to Washington
state high school and community college counselors, principals and presidents Dec. 28,
warning them of the early
admissions deadline.
The contingency program will
help keep some slack in the
rope that is tightening around
Central's enrollment level.
Central's popularity with prospective students has risen in From BILL I page 1
thoughFrEenrollrnentraises
Farris said when they over- porary contracting illegal, but
the past three years and the
-are necessary, many cornrnu- - enroll, the cost to community allow a one percent "cushion"
admissions office has turned
nity colleges still "pop~ their · colleges forthe extra student is for institutions in enrollment
away more than 1,000 students students for the next biennium. · enrollment l:ids.
less than the overall cost for emergencies.
the last two years alone.
The Higher Education CoordiFarris said the activity_' o fby- educating them, but that
Central and other larger inIn his letter, Pappas outlines nating CHEC) Board proposed passing the legal FTE lid is "community colleges are eat- . stitutions already have a two
Central'sriseinadmissionsap- only 361 extra student for called contemporary contract, ing the cost to educate them." percent cushion, but are explications over the last tpree Central.
or those students "admitted
Farris said there is a growing ceeding that due to an increasyears and explains that CenAn enrollment lid is based on above and beyond the limit set· consensus, even among corn- ing retention rate and higher
tral admissions has closed a four semester average of an · by the Legislature."
rnunity colleges, that this ac- enrollment.
earlier every year for the past institutions' full-time equivaFarris said some community · tivity be limted.
Central has had to close adfiveyears,frornanAugustdate lentstudents.
collegesuseotherrnethodsfor
Community colleges are missions early for spring quarin 1987 to an anticipated FebCentral would ,need about ·pushing enrollment lids, such merely reacting to the increas- ter because of pressure on the
ruaryclosuredateforfall 1991. $7.4rni1lion,secondonlytothe as for every extra student let ing pressure put upon them cushion. The University of
Central has put in a budget nearly $9 million asked by · in,apercentageoftheirtuition each year to have access to Washington in Seattle is the
request to the Legislature for .Washington State University ... goes into a state fund. ·
· ... students, Farris said.
only institution that reported
an additional 550 full time in Pullman.
·
·
· ··~ - She said this and~ .similat ~:~· But Saling said he is creating having no room for extra stuquivalent (FI'E) students over
This amounts to an avera~e- : · ~~tho,ds ar~ illeg~J~ ~:t·
.,~: a bill that would make contem- dents for the coming biennium.
ts present enrollment cap of · cost of $8,031 per extra unde·: ·· .·-'. -. . ·· ·· , "
· • : ·
,090. But the number of new graduate and $11,326 per "' • , ·
tudents for fall 1991 is ex- graduate student at Central •. - - - - - - - - - • •
The
925-9511
ected to be less than in previ- for the next two years.

Bill.woll.ld:: bOOstenrollinent

·': ·: : · .

us years, Pappas said.

_Ll:BERTX.,

Total expenditures in the pro-

·' Tuesday Is Bargain Night ...;h,,~i.,
Matinees Before 6:00 PM 0
Student & Senior Discounts

-rhere are many legislators " ·~ posa1, 'including that for' en.:.i.
orking hard to increase the rollment boosts at state corn- .
E for higher education," munity colleges, branch carnappas said in the letter. "So, puses and four-year instituthe legislature approves ad- · tions, would be about $90.4
itional FI'E late in the ses-- million.
ion, we will immediately no. Scott Huntley, staff analyst
'fystudentswhohavereceived for the Senate Higher Educaotice of 'contingency adrnis- .tion Committee, told commit-·
ion.'"
·
tee members they were work~ ,
When the Legislature opened ing with the Senate Ways and
st week, Sen. Jerry Saling of Means Corn mittee for possible
pokane, chairman of the funding resources.
igher Education Corn mi tee,
According to the proposal, the
oposed a $90 million enroll- REC board proposed funding_·
ent increase over the next 163,382 extra students state- "·
o years for community col- wide, which is 4,311 less than
ges and all universities.
what Saling's bill requests for
ere is a need to lift enroll- the biennium.
ent lids," said Saling in a
But Laura L. Farris,.session
kimaHerald-Republicnews council for the Senate Higher
ticle. But Saling admitted Education Committee, told
at he didn't have a plan for committee members that
ming up with the extra $90 though FTE enrollment raises
illion.
are necessary, many cornrnue proposed bill would allow nity colleges still "pop" their
estimated extra 10,450 enrollment lids.
dents to attend higher eduFarris said the activity ofby' oninstitutionsoverthenext passing the legal Fl'E lid is
o years, the article said.
called contemporary contract,

ALL THEATERS IN ULTRA STEREO

GREGORY HINES

:E:"'7:E: OF
DESTRUCl'ION l!!I
·,· FRI 7:15
,. SAT/SUN 3:os•, 7:15 .
MON-THUR 7:15 .

·-=.-~'l/&...L

.~

· ~ • .L.ittle J_ady. m
FRI 5:o5·. 1:00, 9:00
SAT/SUN 3:05". s:os•, 7:00, 9:00
MON-THUR 5:05.. 1:00, 9:00 .

edward
~
SCl550RHAND5
FRI-THUR 5:10•, 9:15

NO TUESDAY BARGAIN NIGHT!
ONE WEEK ONLY!
FRI 5:35 .. 8:35
SAT/SUN 2:35.. 5:35 .. 8:35
MON-THUR 5:35•, 8:35

(Sign-up schedules posted two
weeks in advance)
•Jan. 28-29: Westinghouse
Electric (Technical training
programming majors; 2.5
GPA).
.
•Jan. 31: Public school personnel co-op (all subjects, all
.grades) . .
- .•Feb.·· 6: Mutual of Omaha
. (Multi-Line Insurance. All
majors).
•Feb.15:U.S. Dept. ofHealth
and Human Services (auditors, 3.2 GPA)

up outSide Black 200 between
Jan. 18 and 24.
•Jan. 29-31: Students doing
their September experience,
Option !! entry phase or student teaching in 1991-92
MUST attend one meeting on
one of the days listed above in
Hebeler auditorium at 3 p.rn.

MATH MAJORS:
•Jan. 28: Deadline to sign up
for pre-screening opportunity
with Howard Johnson & Co.
(math rnajors/actuarials).

FEDERAL APPLICATION
EDUCATION MAJORS:
WORKSHOPS:
•Jan25:Mandatorymeetings •Jan. 29-30: Workshop to
with supervisors from 8 a.rn. provide assistance in the
to noon in the Grupe Confer- completion of the SF 171 (fedence center. Spring quarter eral application) at 2 p.rn. on
student teachers and Option the 29th and 3 p.rn. on the
II entry phase students sign 30th. Both in Barge 105.
The Career Planning and Placement Center
is located in Barge 105.

cwu· Centennial
Fund-Raising Gala
Opening night
production of

NOISES OFF
;-·

~·-.:"" -s.! ~""r-··~

!

....

~

,,,

BERNINA ''
Students Always Receive 20% off

30% OFF
ANYTHING RED & WHITE IN THE STORE

Friday, January 25, 1991

Program to include :
6:30 p.m. - Hors d'oevres and Wine, SUB Lair
7:45 p.m. - Escorted to McConnell Auditorium for
"Center Front" seating - 8:00 p.m. Performance
After-Performance - Private back stage reception for
coffee and dessert
Tax deductible donation: 320.00 per person
Proceeds to benefit the CWU Centennial Celebration
RSVP: 963-2752

\
\
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Transfer students given
a year to finish AA degree
by J.R. Walker
Staff reporter

Starting next fall, community college transfer students
coming to Central without
completing their Associate of
Arts degree first will only have
a limited time in which to do
so.
A motion passed at the J an.16
Faculty Senate meeting states
that any student transferring
to Central from a Washington
state community college without his A.A. degree, but who
wishes to complete such a
degree in order to satisfy the
general education program requirements, must complete it
by the time they fulfill 45 credits or one calendar year, whichever comes later, after initial

enrollment at Central.
According to Central's student Board of Director's Directorfor FacultySenateJennifer
Fisher, conflicts arose when
students transferred to Central a few credits short of their
A.A. degree.
Once at Central, the students
would complete all degree
requirements except several in
general education. They would
then leave Ellensburg and take
their last quarter at a community college, complete their AA.
degree,· and then transfer it
back to Central in order to
avoid the general education requirements.
"The new motion eliminates
objections from off-campus
students," said philosophy
professor Peter Burkholder,

refering to students enrolled
in the various extended degree
programs offered in Seattle and
Yakima.
A similar motion failed on
Nov. 28, 1990 and was sent
back to the Academic Affairs
Committee "for the purpose of
contacting the off-campus programs coordinators to determine the proposed policy's effect on Extended Degree Programs," according to the J an.16
Faculty Senate agenda.
It was decided by the Academic Affairs Committee that
a normal full-time load of 45
credits would give flexibility to
part time and "placebound"
students-those with families
or jobs that make them unable
relocate to Ellensburg - but
would still have some limits.

Greater demand for graduate programs predicted
State requirement for
teachers to have master's
degree will pressure
its universities
by Jonathan Modie
Observer Olympia bu·reau

State higher education officials told
the House Higher Education Committee Jan. 17 funds are needed for master's
degree programs being sought by more
and more teachers.
Dr. Jane C. Sherman, policy associate
for the Higher Education Coordinating
(HEC) Board, showed the results of a
recent study indicating a need for all
Washington teachers to get their
master's degrees and continuing certification by the year 2000.
After Aug. 31, 1992, state law will re-

quire Washington teachers to complete
a master's degree to receive their continuing teacher's certification.
·
Teachers currently must complete 45
additional credits after receiving a
bachelor's degree to receive continuing
certification.
Sherman said the HEC Board wants
the Legislature to fund scholarship programs, incentive grants and payraises,
and enrollment lid rais.es at community colleges and branch campuses to
handle the expected enrollment boom.
Enrollment in all master's degree programs in the state is expected to jump
from 6,240 to 7,218 students in two
years.
Central's graduate program is expected to increase from 342 to 372
students in the same period.
But some lawmakers told the HEC
Board they shouldn't rush to fund such
a program until the g< vernor's pro-

posed cuts to higher education are actually reversed.
Rep. Fred 0. May, R-Mercer Island,
said master's .degree requirements
should be cut altogether.
"I happen to believe we don't need
master's degree programs," he said.
Other lawmakers told the HEC Board
that having a master's degree does not
necessarily indicate a better teacher.
Asked if the Senate Higher Education
Committee will likely get the same
proposal from the HEC Board, Sherman said: "We've not been asked to
present the proposal ...but I would not
be surprised if we (were)."
Sherman said there are about 1,700
teachers who will not have their continuing certification by 1992 and will
need a master's degree by then.
She said two incentives, the master's
degree deadline and salary increases
for those with the degree, will increase

the need for more graduate programs
to be implemented statewide.
Graduate courses offered on weekends and evenings, and increased
availability of graduate schools are
other incentives that will attract teachers, she said.
"There is a significantly larger number of places available than there were
a couple of years ago," she said.
About 10,000 teachers who already
have their continuing certification may
still want a master's degree.
Sherman said those teachers seek
graduate school mainly for the salary
incentives and to sharpen their teaching skills.
.
She said if the Legislature underfunds higher education this year "it
will just take longer than the projected
time frame.
"... Everyone who wants (a master's
degree) will get one," she said.

Better Life Natural Foods
For a hea.lthier tomorrow --

*

A complete line of body-building products
* All-natural, cruelty-free cosmetics
* Quick, wholesome meals
* Gift ideas

SKlFoRFREE

Better Life Natural Foods -Your store for the future.
111 W. 6th Street

925-2505

Just minutes from Missio Ridge and Leavenworth

$59
$79

MIDWEEK (Sunday - Thursday)
plus tax/ double occupancy
WEEKEND (Friday & Saturday)
plus tax/ double occupancy
Our package includes:

«' 1 night lodging in a deluxe guest room with queen-.sized bed
and two lift tickets.

More Shoes Have Been X(lded

Other packages available
Pool and spa

'I, Coffee Garden Cafe
Warm Winter
Boot~s

_______________

fr

Dining Room

-'i'

Advance reservations required

'I

Lounge - Happy Hour:
Mon. - Fri., Sp.m. to 7p.m ..
Free hors d'oeuvres.
Music videos and
live entertainment.

So pick up the phone and give us a call

(f)R~IQQJn~
1225 N. Wenatchee Avenue, Wenatchee, Wa. 98801

Room Reservations: 1-800-547-8010, direct 509-663-0711
Prices effective through March 31, 1991, except holidays.
Limited Availability

FULLY COMMISSIONABLE
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Powderhounds Globetrotters land at Central
track trails for
ski buffs, .d ude
by Suzy LeMoine
Staff reporter

by Joe Butler
Staff reporter

If you are one of those people
who just loves to cross-country
ski, but don't know where to go
around Ellensburg, and would
like to meet other people who
enjoy the sport, then read on.
A club has been formed for all
you die-hard ski buffs.
Central' s first cross-country ski
club, or the "Powderhounds"
was officially granted club
status Jan. 8.
This club gives both novice
and experienced skiers a
chance to get together and ski.
There are several weekend
trips planned to Snoqualmie
Pass ski resort and similar
areas.
Additionally, one or two races
are plann~d for later in the
year.
"These are races, but not just
for experts," said Powderhound
President Christopher Hamel.
"Everyone is welcome, and you
don't have to be a good skier."

One main stipulation for the
club is that each member must
rent or supply their own equipment.
"We are not yet at the point
where we can provide equipment," Hamel said.
·
In the immediate Ellensburg
area there are not many trails
available for cross-country use,
Hamel said. "There may be a
few trails in the Cle Elum area,
but not much," he said.
EllensS-urg also has its own
community ski club which
Hamel would like to join.
As to why there has not been
a ski club before, Russell Johanson, student Board of Directors director at large, representative to clubs and organizations, speculates, "There
hasn't been anyone serious
about organizing one before."
Currently, the club meets
every Monday night at 7 p.m.
in SUB 209. Anyone who is
interested in skiing either for
competition or recreation is
invited to attend.

Telephone registration
an exceptional success
by Kristen Kail Absher
Staff reporter

the minute," Wells said.
She said one of the initial
problems discovered was stuREGI, Central's new tele- dents having to wait longer
phone registration system, was than usual at the beginning of
used by more than 1,000 stu- each alphabet/time change.
dents for add-drop at the beWith everyone trying to call
ginning of this quarter.
at the beginning .of their apREGI is an acronym for pointed hour, while others from
"Registration's Exceptionally the previous hour finishing up,
Great Innovation."
the computer's hardware jams.
Registrar Carolyn Wells said Wells said other problems ocshe's pleased students are cur when students neglect to
trying the new system.
completely read the REG! in"I think students discovered structions before calling.
that it was easier than they
"We are making changes in
thought," Wells said.
the REG! language, so that
"The more students get used there will be improvements in
to the system the easier it will clarity and understanding,"
be."
said Wells.
Despite some "bugs" that A touch-tone telephone must
occured during freshman pre- be used with REG!.
registration last quarter, Wells
Last quarter, the registrars
said REG!' s advantages will installed a bank of phones for
outweigh initial problems.
student use, located outside the
"We now have more time to Dean of Students office in the
see students and answer their Samuelson Union Building.
questions than we did in the
All students pre-registering
past," Wells said.
for spring quarter will use
In addition to registering, REG!, with the exception of
Wells said students can use those with over.loads and indiREGI to che~k class closures vidµal studies programs.
and to get a voice rea~out of · "We will encourage the use of
their schedule.
REGI for all registration pur"REGI will be accurate up to poses lOOpercent,"Wellssaid.

GLACIER NATIONAL PARK, MONTANA

Come have the best summer of your life!
Enjoy the invigorating, challenging experience living in the
awesome Rocky Mountains brings.
St. Mary Lodge & Resort, Glacier Park's best, now accepting
applications for the following positions: Bar, Restaurant and
Kitchen staffs, Salespeople, Desk and Store clerks, Office,
Service Station, Housekeeping, and Maintenance Personnel.
Come see us on campus January 30th and 31st to learn more
about Glacier Park, or write to: St. Mary Lodge & Resort, P.O.
Box 1808, Sun Valley, ID 83353 for an application.
Don't pass up the opportunity of a lifetime!

. Central is hosting visiting
professors from Chile, France,
the Soviet Union, and China
during winter and spring
quarters.
Only China has participated
in such an exchange with
Central before.
"It's a real step," said Kelly
Ainsworth, director of
Central's International Programs.
Luo Yi, a foreign faculty
adviser at Anhui University
in China, Central's sister university, is here to observe an
American college.
Senior professor of history
Gao Hong-zhi and junior professor of English Ning Jiankang, both from Anhui,
teach Modern Chinese History and Chinese, respectively.
Professor Ning is impressed
with Ellensburg.
"The weather is beautiful,
the air is clean, the campus is
Walt Atkinson/The Observer
impressive, and there are
lovely people," he said.
Claude Romeyer-Dherbey, from France, is
Because of his teaching con- one of Central's six visiting foreign professors this year.
tract, Ning had to leave his
While she earned her teaching abroad, according to
wife and an 11-year-old son in
bachelor's
degree at a Catho- Ainsworth. Professor Phil GarChina.
lic
university
in Chile, she re- rison will teach winter quarter
Pr9fessor Claude RomeyerDherbey, staying until June ceived her master's degree in at the Centro Mexicano Interto teach French, graduated English at Gonzaga U niver- nacional in Mexico. From winter quarter until summer,
from the University of sity.
"(My
mother)
spends
the
Professor
Mark Halperin will
Grenoble in France.
She previously taught summers with me, and since it teach at the Moscow Institute
French in both London and is our summer in Chile, I of Language in the Soviet
brought her with me (to Union. In Poland, Professor
Colombia.
Ellensburg)," Gonzalez said.
Frank Cioffi will teach through
"I love it here!" she said.
Central
has
members
of
its
the entire 1990-91 school year
Professor Oleg A. Milshtein
English
department
also
at the University of Gdansk.
serves as the head of the De. t oryandS po r1t P - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
partment ofH is

Sociologyat~heCentral~ns~i-1
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A DIVIDED COMMUNITY: Persian Gulf war splits campus opini~ns

Faculty ·
Senate
condemns
conflict
At its Jan. 16 meeting,
Central's Faculty Senate
passed a resolution regarding
the stance it takes on the war
in the Persian Gulf. The resolution, in full, says:
"Whereas modern weapons
of war are so destructive that
they should be used only as a
last, desperate measure when
the vital interests of the nation are at stake; and
"Whereas the current Middle
East crisis does not pose a
credible threat to the security
of the United States; and
"Whereas the government of
the United States has not exhausted the peaceful alternatives to war; and
"Whereas silence on this issue is tantamount to acquiesc~ance in the warlike policies
of the President;
"Therefore, be it resolved
that the Faculty Senate of
Central Washington U niversity calls on the government
of the United States not to use
offensive military action to try
to resolve the current crisis in
the Persian Gulf; and that the
chairman of the Faculty Senate of CWU is authorized and
directed to communicate the
sense of this resolution to the
Presidentofthe United States
and to the press."

Peace m.archers encounter
opposition from community
From PROTl;ST I page 1

Several community members turned up at Saturday's
peace march - in support of President Bush's decision to
go to war.
Walt Atkinson/The Observer

the Ad Hoc Committee to
Stop the War, a Central club
headed by students John
Gaines and Bill Cole.
Carrying signs reading,
"Don't let our greedy goverment kill anymore," and
"Bush is a war monger," the
marchers set out from the
Samuelson Union Building
amphitheater and stopped at
the pavilion.
They sang the John Lennon
ballad "Give Peace a Chance"
along the way.
At the pavilion, a succession
of speakers urged President
Bush to bring the 450,000
U.S. troops home from
Operation Desert Storm and
stop "trading blood for oil."
1
Cheers from the crowd
reached a crescendo when
Central history professor
Lawrence Lowther an-_
nounced the university's
Faculty Senate decision to
issue a resolution condemning the war.
The march wasn't appreciated by everyone. Some
community members upset
by the demonstration gathered at the pavilion as well.
"It's bull," said John Hinds,
24, an Ellensburg resident.
"They tell me I can't drive on
a street because they let
somebody bitch about what's
right in the first place."
There was also a four-

wheel-drive pick up parked i
front of the pavilion with a
sign that said, "Get some
balls and support our country." The truck
was'surrounded by several
men who heckled the speakers and the rally in general.
"They said I was an Arab
without a towel and I wasn't
an American," said senior
Kip Anderson, a student with
a mixed French-Mexican
heritage. "I was in the (U.S.)
army for six years!"
For many of the older people
who attended the rally; the
prot~st was reminiscent of
demonstrations in the
Vietnam War era.
The differences, they said,
was that the marchers
stressed calmness and nonviolence, and seemed to
symphathize rather than
detest the soldiers who are
embroiled in the conflict.
Many of the demonstrators
wore yellow ribbons as
armbands in a show of
solidarity with U.S. service
personnel.
Gaines later said he though
the march was positive and
he welcomed confrontation
that was hurled his way.
After the crowd dissipated
and the rally came to a close,
Ad Hoc Secretary Bill Cole
said, "This is just the beginning and it's going to be
growing into a snowball
effect."

Red Cross makes plea for blood donations
War effort taxes
existing supply
by Shannon Downs
Staff reporter

With the increased demands
for blood brought on by the
war in the Persian Gulf, the
American Red Cross has been
asked to supply more blood
than usual.
To help meet this demand,
Central' s Arnold Air Society is
sponsoring a blood drive in the
SUB Ballroom on Jan. 29 and
Jan. 30 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
"We've been asked to supply

FORT

an additional 200 units ofblood consecutive days, said Haruda. proximately one hour.
A dorm competition will take
Last quarter, she said, apon top of the .usual quota for
our region," said Iva Haruda, proximately 235 students do- place during the blood drive.
nated blood. Schoenhofen said The dorm with the largest perbloodmobile co-chairperson.
"We specifically need blood this quarter's goal is 300 units. centage of students donating
"We wish we could get more will win the use of a motor pool
types 0 negative, 0 positive
and B, in that order, but we'll faculty and civil service per- van. Muzzall Hall won the
sonnel to donate," Haruda said. competition last quarter.
take any blood we can get.
To .p repare to donate blood,
"The additional 200 units of Iffaculty and civil service perblood will be sent to the U.S. sonnel wishing to donate tell Haruda suggests eating breakmilitary."
the registrar at the drive they fast in the morning.
Anyone on antibioti~s should
Central student Peter Sch- have only a limited time they
oenhofen, bloodmobile co- will be put through as quickly skip the morning dosage and
takeitatnight,drinkingplenty
chairperson and Arnold Air as possible, she said.
The entire process takes ap- of water throughout the day.
Society project officer, said:
"Whether you protest the war
or no~ p~ase don\ ~t ~at~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
stop you from donating blood."
THE
Because the cost of the bloodmobile is "tremendous," the
APPLESEED
blood drive will operate on two

\i1
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EDITORIAL
OBSERVANCE
Bored by the war?
Don't be ashamed
f you don't want to have an opinion about the
Persian Gulf war, that's fine. You don't have to.
There are a lot of earnest young types out there on
campus who insist that if you don't exactly share
their opinion of the conflict, you should haye one regar~
less. How can you sit with a bowl of popcorn ~r Screammg
Yellow Zonkers, a mug of beer or a glass of wme ~nd watch
Nick At Nite, they seem to be saying, when the biggest
single event of your lifetime is unfolding before your eyes? I
.pity you, you apathetic.-cheese worm. Hey, can I have a few
of those Zonkers?
Don't feel bad.
Look around at those classmates whose eyes glass over
when the professor starts a discussion on the conflict.
You're not alone if you'd rather fantasize about Johnny
Depp, Michelle Pfeiffer or a hot, .steamii;g, exq~isite .
sausage-and-pepperoni combo pizza delivered m 30 mmutes or less.
You have an obligation to stay informed, you're
told? Okay, you try. You switch to CNN for aw:11il~ .. CNN
has been praised to death for its thorough ~nd incisive coverage, but if you actually w~~ch fo~ forty m.mutes you get a
lot of confusing dead air, military Jargon, silly maps an.d.
stammering correspondents. You gradua~}Y .los.e ~e ~bihty
to perk up every time you hear the word missile or attack" or "hit."
You switch back to "Love Connection."
You're not a bad person,
After all what are these activist types doing that's so
crucial? Going down to the Rotary Pavilion (the place with
the sculpture of the cow sitting on the bench) do~ntown ,
and hurling vile epithets at George Bush? Watching CNN s
Peter Arnett and John Holliman stick their microphones
out of their Baghdad hotel window? Listening to Dan
Rather pontificate about "the passageway to peace" or the
"expressway to hell"?
If you'd rather linger a while on the on-ramp to ambivalence, that's cool.
.
.
These "activists" are doing what feels nght to them. Their
public statements are a catharis of consci~nce. But make
no mistake - what they do changes nothmg. They preach
strictly to the converted.
If you prefer watching "Mr. Ed" and "The Patty Duke
Show" back-to-back, or studying for that accoun.ting
midterm or just living life in the manner to which you are
accusto~ed ... well, don't let anybody tell you you're wrong.
Not all of us have friends of family in Operation Desert
Storm so not all of us feel the immediacy of possible death.
You c~n't be expected to feel about the war as intensely as
those who do. If you do, then you can't help it..Either way
it's okay. Moral purity or political correctness is not an
issue here.
There are those of us who sleepwalked through
Vietnam, and they're not bad people either. In fact,
most of them are a lot less screwed up than the ones who
stormed the college president's office naked back in 1969
and now run co-op produce stands or sell i~surance~ cough
up alimony and child support, and pay their therapists $90
a hour to listen to stories about their mothers.
Remember, if Pm OK, so are you. If you're under 30,
you can be trusted. And if it ~eels good, d? it.
So consider your apathy an mvestment m your long-term
future.

I

LETTERS
Editor's note
It is The Observer's policy
· to pubilsh retters an~ com~
mentary strictly on Central
events and issues, but the
eloquent outpouring in
response to the breakout of
war in the Persian Gulf has
made us realize that this is
where our thoughts lie, sothis week only - we're
running just about everything
submitted this past week.
Besides, we need~~d to fill
space.

Confused
people should
meet in SUB

Now here is where I get confused - I'm not pro-military,
yet I do not know what other
options there are. I am carrying some difficult questions I
can't answer: Is it right to risk
human lives for oil? How effective are the economic sanctions? What else is at stake in
the Persian Gulf?
I think there are a lot of students just as scared and confused as I am. Fortunately, we
don't have to be alone. Today is
the "Day of Students United
for Peace." It is a statewide
observance by students, like
you and me. Its purpose is to
think about the reasons for,
and the consequences of, war.
Blind faith in our country's
policies is not enough. Since
we are college students, we
should be interested in the
recent events of the world, and
we should form opinions.
Who is invited? Everyone! If
you're not sure where you stand
on the issues, this is a good
place to educate yourself on
the Persian Gulf events.
What does the pro-war activist, the anti-war protestor and
the confused individual have
in common? They all care. Why
can't we gather as one to show
the state that even this midsized, state-funded, curriculum-oriented college cares, too?

Where were you on Jan. 16 at
4 p.m.? How did your stomach
feel when you heard of the
"mammoth" air strike? These
events really opened my eyes
to the fact that war is a reality.
Where do I stand on the Middle
East issues? I DON'T KNOW! I
am very confused.
What I do know is I believe
Saddam Hussein is a dangerous threat and should be removed from power, I also fully
support our troops who have
volunteered to fight for our
country.
Craig Keizur

Someone's got
to stand up for
the oppressed
Thank God our founding fathers didn't have the same
attitudes as many people are
exhibiting today. Without
someone standing up for the
oppressed, where would our
world be today? War is hell,
but loss of freedom isn't any
better. The United States is in
perhaps the best ·position to
liberate those subjugated in
Kuwait. It's no secret we have
other interests in the region,
but the primary one is clear freedom!

John S. Razor

Let's show
some support
for the troops
lam writingthisletterto show
support both to our troops and
government as well as the rest
ofthe multi-national forces and
their governments.
Before Desert Storm started

See LETTERS I page 7
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Faculty Senate resolution out of line
by Patricia Maguire

COMMENTARY

Special to the Obse..Ver

have never before
written to a newspaper or activated a
_
petition. However, I can
no longer be silent. I will not
be intimidated.
I spent 13 months in 1967
and 1968 working for the
American Red Cross in
Vietnam. I can still vividly
remember the feeling of being
cut off and disenfranchised
from my own country and the
unity and support we felt for
each other there. We felt the
people stateside did not
understand nor were they
willing to listen to anything
but their own shouts.
As my tour of duty drew
to an end I became very
nervous about returning
"home." The anxieties I had
experienced when shot at in
mortar or rocket attacks were
much less than the fear I felt
about getting off the plane in
San Francisco.

I

After I returned home, I
learned most people had
become entrenched in their
own ideas. Neither side
wanted to listen to the other
and nobody wanted to hear
how we felt. Hatred and
intolerance prevailed. We
were effectively intimidated
into silence.
I eventually retuned to
college and obtained my
doctorate.I sought the
rewards one obtains from
challenging young people to
dream and experience the
joys of learning. More than
anything, I wanted to be part
of an institution that encoraged tolerance over bigotry,
knowledge over ignorance,
respect over hatred and
freedom of thought and
speech over intimidation and
censorship. I came to Central
enthusiastic to encourage
these ideals. ·
Therefore, I was shocked

This should have been one of
the happiest years of my life. I
am graduating from college in
all you heard about was peace the spring. Unfortunately a
rallies, marches, the Ad Hoc great disaster has happened
Committee to Stop The War, - war in the Middle East.
and SANE/Freeze.
I have also asked other stuI am glad to see now that dents if they are willing to go to
almost every window with a war in the Middle East. Most of
message on campus is in sup- them seem to think it will never
port of the U.N. sanctions for happen to them.
force and/or support of our
Unfortunately, this may be
troops.
proven wrong. Last WednesI hardly see any that con- day night, the President signed
demn the actions of our gov- an executive order which gave
ernment, so I guess the clubs . him 57 executive powers. Acopposed to this war have not
cording to the San Francisco
made any large impact.
Chronicle, two of ·these new
I urge the Club Senate today powers deal with the power to
to vote No for the Ad Hoc censor the press and to superCommittee's resolution.
sede defense contract limitaCentral as a whole should
tions. The Pentagon has also
not make any stand but let input a rush order on 100,000
dividual students make up coffins.
their own minds and let them
The Department of Defense
do what they want toward
has
also dusted off the draft
peace, or in support of the U.N.
books. That's right, the draft.
sanctions.
This affects all of us between
I further urge all students for 18 and 26, since they have
the U.N. sanctions to show your
decided on NO school defersupport by putting messages ments.
The only industry deor U.S. flags in your window.
ferments will be for his oil
I also urge you to sign the industry friends; odd it isn't.
petition for support of our men
am not willing to fight for oil
and women serving overseas, inI the
Middle East, and it is not
whether you are for or against
comforting to me that other
the war.
I support and respect them countries are getting off easier
by just helping us pay for it.
all, especially my friends, and
I urge you to call your conmy father-a lieutenant cologressmen and tell them what
nel with the 50th General
Hospital unit in Saudi Arabia. you think about this issue that
AFFECTS ALL OF US.
If you call Sen. Brock Adams'
David Forsythe
office at (202) 224-2621, you
can get transferred to your
other congressmen. Again,
please take a stand before it is
too late -this is not going to be
a short conflict by any means.

debate.
I have discussed this
I was shocked and issue
with some faculty
indignant to learn members and do not find
clear-cut, overwhelmthe Faculty Senate one
ing opinion on the Middle
had voted on a
East conflict. I have, howMiddle East con- ever, sensed a feeling of ·
social intimidation. Several
flict resolution
faculty members even joked
without giving
that by being vocal about my
individual faculty opinions I was endangering
my job.
members any
I personally am still
chance to voice
struggling with the complex issues that have ·
their own
created the Middle East
opinions.
conflict. I have encouraged
- - - - - - - - - - - - my students to examine the
issues and form their own
and indignant to learn the
opinions. I have tried to teach
Faculty Senate voted on a
them to respect the rights
Middle East conflict resoluand opinions of others as
tion without giving individthey wish their own rights
ual faculty mem hers any
and opinions to be respected.
chance to voice their own
I urge everyone to listen to
opinions. I find it hard to
and
respect the rights of free
believe that faculty, who, by
thought and free speech and
their very positions should
encourage a search for knowl- not create hostility and
edge and freedom of thought, intimidation. Remeypber,
these are emotional issues
should so effectively silence

and your statements and
actions can cause unintentional harm.
I would like to invite you
- the faculty, students, staff
and friends of Central - to
join with me in a public
statement and demonstration
of support for the men and
women serving in Operation
Desert Storm.
I have developed a petition
of support for these men and
women and am working with
students to have a demonstration in which we join
hands to show we are united
in our support.
Please do not do to the
men and women in the
Middle East what was
done to those of us who
served in Vietnam. We can
start this brave new.world
here on the campus of Central.
(Editor's note: Patricia
Maguire is an assistant
professor of leisure services at
Central.)

From LETIERS I page 6
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War on King's day
by Robin MacAlpine
Special to The Observer

y January 15,
1991 started the
same as many
Tuesdays do. Up
about 6:30 a.m., shower and
shave, a gulp of OJ, a quick
look at CNN for a Gulf
update and off to work.

M

COMMENTARY
accurate.
Yet, tragically, the dollars
we apparently do not have
available to educate our
children at home are now
being spent at the rate of
millions and millions per day
to kill these same children in
some dusty desert wasteland.

a hideous irony

The choice of Dr.
Martin Luther
King's birthday
as a starting point
for war
is a grotesque
travesty.

Thurgood Marshall, instrumental in winning the
original case years before,
were drowned out by the
arguments now too far
removed from the street to
remember the smell of
sewage.

nation'~ children may soon be
deprived of the only chance
they'll have at a better life by
being effectively imprisoned
in the same desolate ghetto
their parents failed to escape
from years ago.
Happy birthday, Martin.

The likely practical
result of this decision?
More than a third of the

(Editor's note: Robin

This particular morning
I spent my time answering

questions from students
interested in attending
Central. The day seemed
fairly normal despite the
impending United Nations
deadline. Few students
mentioned the crisis outright,
with the exception of one
young man visibly shaking as
he thumbed through an
admissions brochure. He
admitted he was concerned
about being called up to serve
on the front line - a radical
change from his current
inactive status as a former
Marine. For him, the threat
of war was very real.
Lunchtime arrived quickly.
Working my way through the
crowds in the cafeteria, I
noticed the small number of
black students present were
all clustered around the same
table. This is a fairly common
sight, I suppose, but the
willful separation of races on
the birthday of segregation's
greatest opponent seemed
especially poignant.
On the television set in
the corner, pictures
beamed back from Saudi
Arabia showed similar
break - apparently not
even the threat of extinction
could alter cultural
norms and ethnic ties.
Food in hand, brow
wrinkled in thought, I passed
by a large glass display case
with attractively mounted
photographs of recent scholarship winners. The row
upon row of smiling glossies
was a cheery sight, but with
mounting skepticism I
noticed I had yet to see a face
of color among those selected
as our brightest hope for the
future.
With sandwich and salad
slowly sagging in my arms, I
continued to search until I
found one. Just one. A Ione
African-American female out
of more than 80 scholarship
winners. Equality in the 90s?
Hardly.
The lack of opportunities
for minority students to
benefit from the educational environment common for so many of their
caucasian peers is scar~ely
the fault of some scholarship
committee, but the disappointing end result should
clarify the means.
The means appear· to be
nonexistent. For a disproportionate number of socially or
economically disadvantaged
youths the end of education is
reached long before their
senior year in high school.
The usual complaint about
schools not hvaing enough
money to combat this disturbing trend is probably

Seated back at my table,
it became impossible for
me to eat as I pondered
the ironies of this utterly
absured situation. My tray
rested untoucfted beside me
as my stomach churned with
a far more urgent hunger for
answers. How could this
happen? And how could this
prelude to aggression be
allowed to play on a stage
reserved to pay homage to a
champion of passivity?
The choice of Dr. Martin
Luther King's birthday as a
starting point for war is a
grotesque travesty that
should outrage anyone who
"has looked up to the ideals of
this powerful preacher for
peace. Not only was Dr. King
an earnest believer in negotiation, diplomacy and nonviolent solutions, he also
happened to be a black man
denied many of the privileges
his younger brothers and
sisters are supposedly
fighting for. Could another
national holiday have been chosen for this grim distinction?
Christmas? New Year's? How
about Presdient's Day, or
Labor Day, or the Fourth of
July? Not likely-just this
nobody cares about.
Black Americans make
up approximately 13
percent of the population
of the United States. The
percentage of blacks in
the armed services facing
death in the Gulf is closer
to 30 percent. So one-tenth
of our country will suffer onethird of the casualties for a
war few of us understand,
and for what? For freedom?
For justice? For equal opportunities for all? Hardly. How
tragic we have asked these
young men and women to be
ready to die on the birthday
of our greatest anti-violence
hero, for a government that
doesn't appear to care enough
to honor Dr. King's memory
with resp.ect.
The final insult of the day
floated mockingly over the
muted hubbub of chatter as I
packed my things to leave.
The radio reported the U.S.
Supreme Court had agreed to
allow individual school
.
districts to once again govern
whether or not they need to
continue forced busing in
order to battle neighborhoood
school segregation.
Budget-driven administrators and fundamental
groups are sure to welcome this landmark
reversal, but any astute civil
rights advocate will recognize
this as another step backward, a solemn concession by
an increasingly conservative
court. Even the angry disagreements from Justice

J

a

MacAlpine is a Central minority
admissions counselor)
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SCENE
Peace leader overcom.es
by Samantha Swain

great risks that were unwar- .
ranted and I didn't care."
The risks included alcohol
and drug abuse which
On.Jan.16 at 5 p.m. above
Gaines feels he is now comthe sounds of invisible gunpletely recovered from.
fire and war reports coming
However, the effects of his
from the television at the
past stay with him.
Samuelson Union Building,
In 1989, while on leave from
student John Gaines said:
actve duty, Gaines was ex"I'm not surprised."
perimenting with volatile
Gaines, 26, is the president
chemical compounds that
and founder of a new club at
exploded and resulted in the
Central, the Ad Hoc Commitamputation ofhis right hand.
tee to Stop the War. He is also
"I made a poor judgment,"
in his freshman year after
said Gaines. "After the accispending seven years in acdent and confronting the fact
tive duty for the United States
that drugs and alcohol were
Army.
useless, I found a new way of
Gaines graduated from
life."
Ellensburg high school in ·
Gaines, now a fundamen1982 with a low outlook on
talist Christian, has not used
life. Struggling with drugs
drugs or abused alcohol for
and alcohol, Gai~es sought
one year.
recruitment simply because
"I became a Christian in
it seemed "adventuresome."
1990," he said. "It was the
Gaines grew up in
most important time of my
Ellensburg. His father,
life. I have purpose, drive
Robert Gaines, is the chair of
and ambition when I had
the chemistry department at
none."
Central. After two quarters
Gaines is now an active obhere, Gaines has maintained
jector to the situations in the
a 4.0 GPA and is hoping to
gulf. He stands by the milipursue a career in psychiattary but does not agree to its
ric medicine after graduatuse in this instance.
ing. But Gaines said things
"It's time for heightened acweren't always so great.
tivism to bring this thing to
"My life has changed to the
a halt," he said.
extent that there is no comHe understands the ramiparison to the person I was in
fications of war. During his
the military and the person I
active duty Gaines spent one
am now," said Gaines. "I took
year in the Second Infantry
Staff reporter

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Central activist John Gaines battled drug and alcohol abuse
before becoming a fundamentalist Christian. After seven
years in the military, he is now a leading force behind the
anti-war movement on campus.
·

dr~g

abuse
division stationed on the
southern border ofthe demilitatrized zone in the Republic
of South Korea in 1986.
"People need to understand
the reasons why we are over
there," said Gaines. "People
need to realize that this is
based on a failing economy in
the U.S. Thequestionis, what
did they hope to gain by war?"
Gaines was the instigator
and an active participant of
the March For Peace in
Ellensburg last Saturday.
The march consisted of Central students, faculty, and
community members. He is
concerned that students take
the opportunity to express
themselves and support actions on campus and in the
community.
"I can be a part of the solution," said Gaines. "I am willing to take on the endeavor.
It takes a lot more than one
person though. People need
to get active."
Aside from caringaboutothers and working to improve
problem situations, Gaines
has serious plans for his own .
future.
"I want to eventually teach
at the university level," said
Gaines. "I plan on becoming
a Christian psychiatrist and
causing sparks. There are a
lot of problems in the world of
medicine and I plan to take
them on."

Retired English prof rem.ains active
Canedo now relishes film., photography, reading during his golden years
by Marla J. Pugh
Staff reporter

Retired Central professor of
English Anthony Canedo,
said when people ask him
how he likes retirement, they
may not get the pat "fine"
they are expecting. Instead, .
he can give a full one hour
lecture on the subject.
"I didn't think I'd miss it as
much as I do," Canedo said of
his teaching career. "But
then, there are a lot of things
I don't miss either."
What Canedo does miss is
the intellectual stimulation of
a university. Although he remains in contact with some of
his collegues and friends
from Central, he said it isn't
the same as a day-to-day
classroom exchange.
''You can't kid yourself,"
Canedo said. ''You live in a
private world."
For Canedo, 66, life has
always been dominated by
intellectual exchange. He
holds a Ph.D. in English from
the University of Washington
and served as a professor at
Central from 1~62 until his
retirement in 1989. During
this time he was named
1987-1988 Distinguished
Teaching Professor and
chaired the English department from 1976 to 1983.
What Canedo doesn't miss
is the "reading of bad pa-

pers," he said. The unfair
complaints about grades, the
differences between B's and
B-pluses he added, is something no self-respecting
studenhhould ask about.
"I also don't miss the bureaucratic nonsense that goes
on at a university," hesaid.
Although Canedo is no
longer in the classroom, he
does take the time to continue to read as much as
possible, taking advantage of
the parking pass and library
card that he received after
retirement.
"I don't keep up in the field
as much anymore," Canedo
said. "Now, I read what I
want to read." This includes
re-reading some of his
favorites, while flipping
through a number of other
interests including mysteries,
a new Japanese writer, and
John Updike's last novel
"Rabbit at Rest."
Besides Canedo's skill at
handball, (he is the unnamed
champion of Central, his colleagues say), his love of film
and fine arts photography
also remain important
aspects of his life.
After approximately 13
years since he began it,
Canedo continues to be
involved in the Classic Film
Series on campus. He and
colleagues David Burt and
Carlos Martin are responsible for not only choosing

and promoting the films in
the series, but also taking
care of ticket sales and the
running of the shows.
Now Canedo's main work
lies in fine arts photography,
a career he worked at earlier
in his life. His credits in this
field include doing photography for the dramatic George
Bluestone production of
"Bartleby." Currently, he is
getting an exhibit ready of
more of his work to be shown
in five or six months.
"When you retire you have
to find a new kind of order,"
Canedo said. He added that
he finds that order in his
photography and in talking
with his colleagues, particularly his good friend Professor Ray Smith.
'We've solved the world's
problems," Canedo said with
a smile about his discussions
with Smith.
Canedo compares his
retirement with what happens to a President after four
years of office, now returning
to private life. Canedo said a
teacher is the center of attraction for students during
the quarter, and all of a
sudden you find you are n0
Tonger that center.
"There is a satisfaction in
giving what you have and
what you know, and in
getting something in return.
Good teaching is always a
two way street," Canedo said.

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Anthony Canedo began Central's Classic Film Series 13
years ago. He continues to support, organize and promote
the series. No stranger to film, Canedo now devotes much
of his time to his own fine arts photography. He is currently
preparing an exhibit of his work to be shown later this year.
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Here's What's
Happening
In Music ... at Hertz Recital
Hall:
•Wed. Jan. 30 8 p.m.
Faculty recital featuring
Carrie Rehkopf, violin
•Fri. and Sat. Jan. 25-26
8p.m.
Mozartfest
Geoffrey Boers,
director
•Tue. Feb. 5 8 p.m.
Student recital featuring
Lisa Thill, flute
•Wed. Feb. 6 8 p.m.
Student recital featuring
Chris Stover, trombone

The Observer

Bands perform for peace, tolo
- and Torges_o n faces 60s test
by Gina Zukoski
Entertainment reporter

Today brings an all-toorare opportunity to check out
The Divining Rods live.
They will play in the SUB at
11:30 a.m. This precedes the
"Washington Students Unite
For Peace," rally beginning
at noon.
According to Washington
•Feb. 6 through Feb. 28 State SANE/FREEZE who is
Exhibit: "Martin Luther coordinating the event, this
is a "cooperative project for
King Jr. and The Civil
a peaceful resolution to the
Rights Movement"
Gulf crisis."
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. CWU You might have also heard
The Rods Tuesday night, as
.t':ibrary, first floor
they gave an interview to
Central's KCAT-FM.
•Wed. Feb. 6 Noon
This Saturday night there
will
be a Tolo Dance in the
Women's Resource
SUB
Ballroom, with live
·Center Discussion
music from the campus
"Women and Men
band, Mere Image.
Beginning Monday,
Communicating," Dr.
Central's
Sarah Spurgeon
Phil Bacldund
Art Gallery will be showing
at SUB Pit
a "CWU Faculty Art Ex-

•Fri. Feb. 1 7:30 p.m.
Art Lecture
Alfredo Arreguin,
painter
at Randall Hall 117

hibit," running through
February 15.
Another chance to enjoy the
artistic work of our own
faculty will be tomorrow
night as the Faculty Recital
Series continues with a
concert featuring the music of
Carrie Rehkopf on violin.
The performance begins at 8
p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.
Last week, I told you that
Brad Torgeson was back at
Adeline's on Wednesday and
Friday nights this quarter.
Well, I was wrong! Brad is
back indeed, but I neglected
to mention that he also spins
tunes on Saturday nights. So
give him a listen, and don't
be hesitant to test the completeness of his CD collection. I recently requested
Steppenwolf s "Born to be
Wild" and Edwin Starr's
"War," which he played.
However, I never did hear
"Spinning Wheel" by Blood,
Sweat and Tears, nor did I
hear the great Strawberry
Alarm Clock hit "Incense and

In Drama ... at McConnell
Auditorium:
•Fri. and Sat. Jan. 25-26
8p.m.
Noises Off by Michael
Frayn

Peppermints." Oh well ...
maybe next time!
In February, numerous
ethnic activities and displays
will be presented on campus.
Stay tuned until next week
for a complete listing of
those, and also the off campus band line-up for February.

Crossword
Puzzle
Solution

15visits
for

$3800

In Art...at Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery:

Come in and register to win a
IBi.: §jtanning package and other prizes!

•Now through Jan. 25
Photography exhibit by
Barbara Crane
•Jan. 28 through Feb. 15
Art exhibit featuring
faculty artists

NUMBER

<:::::-:::-:::;:::;::<<:"

Suntans Etc.

405 E. 3rd St.

ns

925-9888

In Film ... at McConnell

(Thru Jan. 31st)

Auditorium:

C.A R QUEST
AUTO PARTS

Now for only 99~ vou can go wild ·at Dairy Queen-•. It's our 9's
ARE WILD'" SALE where each of the following items are just
99¢: our big Homestyle Single Burger with lettu~.
and tomato, 2 Hot Dogs, or a 12-oz. Blizzard
1 •
Flavor TI-eat This offer good at participating Dairy
1 • •
Queen• Brazier stores. Join us and let's get wild.

•Sun. Feb. 3 7 p.m.
_ Classic Film Series
"Romero" by John
Duigan

We TreatYou Righf

brazier.

(Formerly Central Auto Parts)
•

West Interchange & 10th and Alder

Misc...

IS

having
a
GRAND OPENING!

• For IBM and Compatibles
• Word Processing, Spreadsheet,
Business, Games and More
• Many Less Than $1.00 a Program
• Send for Free Catalog

•

LOW COST COMPUTER SOFTWARE

,------------------,
I Name
I
January Art:

1

paintings, drawings & prints by

I

David Pitts
Open 9:30-5:30
Monday thru Saturday
12-4 Sundays
204 E.4th

962-2375

Address

I
I
I

I

L------------------~
Mail to: Windrift Software
P.O. Box 745
Naches, WA 98937-0745

Saturday, January 26th, 1991

0

4'..

8 am until 5

p~ ~''

'\~A ••,+••

•108 South Main•
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SPORTS
Yes, he's really 7'6"

From roadkill
to road warriors
Rematch with
St. Martin's next
by Phil Hoffman
Staff Reporter

Tami Schrank/Special to The Observer

No ... he's not a Wildcat, but someday ... ? Greg Ritter, a 76 center who last played at Portland University in the
1989-90 season, dropped by Central last Friday for a
workout with the men's basketball team. ·

Centrars men's basketball
team, which has yet to lose at
home but has dropped eight
of nine on the road this
season, put an end to its road
woes after defeating Western
99-90 Saturday night in
Bellingham.
Central, now 8-11 under
first-year coach Gil Coleman,
will try their road luck again
Thursday night against Lewis-Clark State College in
Lewiston and again on
Saturday when the Wildcats
· travel to Lacey for a rematch
with St. Martin's, a team
Central beat 56-46 earlier
this season.
Following Saturday's game
with St. Martin's, Central
will have a week off to prepare for a rematch with
Western, which makes its
only regular-season visit to
Ellensburg on Feb. 2.
Against Western last
Saturday, Central was led by
the superb play of sophomore
Jason Pepper who fired in 24
. points and pulled down 12 rebounds.
Guard Norm Calhoun had

MEN'S BASKETBALL
15 points for Central, and
Larry Foster came off the
bench and canned 4 of 5
three-pointers on his way to
a 17 point performance.
Jason Eckert, who added
13 of his 14 points after
intermission, nailed a clutch
three-pointer for Central in
the final minute to kill the
Viking's comeback attempt.
Western had trailed by as
many as 17 points in the
second half and pulled
within one before Eckert's
three-pointer.
Western's leading scorer,
Jeff Curtis, entered the
game averaging just over 13
points per game but was
held to nine points.
Central's defense held
Western to a paltry 41
percent shooting.
Central has five players
who average double-digit
scoring, led by Pepper's 16. 7
ppg. average and Foster's
12.2.
Eckert is averaging just
over 11 points per game and
Greg Sparling and Calhoun
each add more than 10
points per game. Ter~y Britt
leads Central's board attack
with nine rebounds per
game.

Is second tinte a charnt?
Lady 'Cats hope to push over .500 on 3-gam.e road swing
by Jim Thomsen
Editor

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

first of a three-game road
A break-even season record · swing that also takes Central
was in the grasp of the
to St. Martin's in Lacey
Central women's basketball
Saturday and to Seattle
team - but only for a fleetUniversity next Tuesday.
ing moment.
·
Both teams are among the
After drawing their record
best in District 1 - the
to a season-best 8-8 Jan. 17
Saints are third and the Lady
with a 85-70 home-court
Chieftains second in District
spanking of Sheldon Jackson
1 team offense behind the
College, the Lady 'Cats were
indomitable Simon Fraser..
hit by a steamroller.
St. Martin's leading scorer
Friday night nationallyis Kathy Scheibner, who
ranked Simon Fraser (16-3
averages 12.4 points a game.
overall, 6-0 in District 1 play)
The Lady Chieftains are led
crushed Central 102-52.
by Allison Carmer. The
Central fans shouldn't be
district's fourth-leading
crushed, however - the Lady scorer, Carmer averages 19.8
Clan have beaten their other
points per contest.
district opponents by margins
Sherrie Barlow, a 6-0junior
of 51, 46, 64, 33 and 22
center, continues to lead the
points.
Lady 'Cats in scoring (12.8
"They should win the
points per game), field goal
national title this year," said
percentage (48.6 percent) and
Central Coach Gary Frederrebounding (6.6).
ick.
Ann Bowen, a 6-0 senior,
Central is now 2-4 in
leads the team in free throw
district play.
percentage (85.2). Darci
The Lady 'Cats will have
·Riley, a 5-9 junior forward,
another chance to hit .500
and Diana Toole, a 5-6
tomorrow night with a win
freshman, are tied for the
· over the University of Puget
team lead in both assists (44)
and steals (31).
Sound in Tacoma.
UPS (7-10, 2-6) is led by the
After the road games,
18.5 points per game of 5-9
Central returns home for a 7
forward Keely Rum:iing, who
p.m. Nicholson Pavilion
also pulls down 9.3 rebounds
contest against Whitworth.
a game - both are fifth-best
The Lady 'Cats dispatched .
in the league.
the Pirates 71-59 in Spokane
The Loggers' game is the
Jan. 15.

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Central forward Darci Riley (30) goes up for the short
jumper against nationally-ranked Simon Fraser.

Marc Yonts

Ron Sparks

3 'Cats
earn
national
honors
Three Central football
players were selected to
the NAIA All-American
team.
Marc Yonts was named to
the first team at defensive
line. He is the 15th player
in Central's history to
earn first team AllAmerican honors.
Joining Yonts on the AllAmerican team as honorable mention selectees
were placekicker Ron
Sparks and linebacker
Keith Ross.
Yonts was the Mt. Rainier
League Defensive Playerof-the-Year and led the
Wildcats to a berth in the
NAIA Division 2 Final
Four and an 11-1 record.
In 12 games, he was credited with 71 tackles, including eight quarterback
sacks and 11 total tackles
for losses.
Sparks led the CFA in
kick-scoring with 66
points during the regularseason. He booted a
school-record tying 11 field
goals and was perfect on
33 extra points attempts. ·
Ross had 111 tackles,
including 61 primaries, in
Central's 12 games and
was selected the team's
Best Tackler award
winner.
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2 mat-men

qualify for
nationals

150-pounder feels good on his feet
by Brian Curran
Staff reporter

He is 5'10", 21 years old, a
scienc·e
education major with
by Brian Curran
a minor in health, and has
Staff reporter
the best record on the Wildcats wrestling team.
Central's wrestling team
Do you know this stud?
qualified two more wrestlers
He wrestles at 150 pounds
for nationals at the Clackaand
is originally from
mas Invitational Tournament
Ellensburg.
last weekend.
His name is Sandy Stevenson.
WRESTLING
As a freshmen and a sophomore,
Stevenson earned the
Roger Shoup (Jr., Bellevue right to wrestle at the NAIA
Sammamish) and Mitch
nationals. This year, he has
Fairchild (Sr., KennewickSandy Stevenson
tied
his opponents in knots·as
Kamiakin) at 134 and 177
he compi'led a record of 25-3.
fully it will stay that way."
pounds, joined previous
"I want to earn All-AmeriSo far this year he has won
qualifiers Nick Nastri (118),
a tournament and placed
Jason Stevenson (142), Sandy can honors at nationals," he
said. "And I want to stay
second in two others. He has
Stevenson (150) and Craig
healthy."
taken down his opponents 19
Iverson (177) for the NAIA
A shoulder injury put him
times and has only been
national tournament in
out
for most of December and taken down 3 times.
March.
some of this month, but he is
"I feel good on my feet," he
Fairchild and Shoup both
now back in action.
said. "I have confidence that I
placed second at the tourna''The shoulder feels a lot
can get the takedown."
ment, with Sandy and Jason
better
now, " he said. "HopeAt the North Idaho match
Stevenson placing third. Nick
Nastri and Joe Knox (126)
each posted 4-2 records at the
tournament, but failed to
place.
"This years team is the
Located next to campus
building block of our pro101i N. Alder
gram," coach Jim Heikes
962-2570
said; who hopes to turn
Central back into a national
wrestling power.
Central also raised its dual
meet record over the .500
mark with a 32-18 win over
Hi~hline Community College
last Tuesday. ·
Mark Bonthius (190) and
Sandy Stevenson led the way
for the Wildcats by pinning
Dr.Myron
Dr. Maynard
Dr. Sandy
their opponents. Mitch
Linder
Linder
Linder
Fairchild and Jason Stevenson picked up wins as well,
as the team improved to 6-5
Sound Health Preferred Provider.
in dual meet competition for
u
Emergency calls and Saturday appointments available.
the year.
Largest Chiropractic Center in Kittitas County.
The 'Cats travel to Coeur d'
Alene Friday for a dual meet
against defending junior
national champion North
Idaho, who defeated Central
32-6 in Ellensburg earlier
this season.

Linder Chiropractic Center

u

u

Desktop
Monsters.

Our Mac System is integrated into
our laser printer and our full-tilt Compugraphic
typesetting system. You want to look great on paper?
Output your work on our incredible system.

Summer
Employment

m

Alaska

If you are among those seeking Hotel service
employment this summer. who are mentally
and physically prepared 10 work hard in ex change for a fair wage and benefits and who
wish to enjoy a beautiful wilderness setting, we
would welcome your appficatio,n.

3rd & Main

(509) 925-1234

CLASSY_

CLEAN

POSITIONS BEING OFFERED
• NIGHT AUDITOR • COOK
• BARTENDER
• DESK CLERK
•COCKTAIL
•LAUNDRY
• BUS PERSON
• MAINTENANCE
• DISHWASHER
• HOUSEKEEPING
•CASHIER
'WAITSTAFF
' SUPERVISORS
• GIFT SHOP
Summer season May - September
For information and APPLICATION call or
write to: Summer Hire Program
Westmark Inn - Skagway
•

300 Elliott Ave. West EOE/AA
Seattle, Washington '\}a119-4199
(206}2<31-5172

Ellensburg Tan Co. 925-3933
Back to School
Special
11(0) Vii~iilt~
$~BJo(Q)(Q)

Thru Jan.-1991
Room 208
Open
Davidson Building
104 E. 4th

7 Days - Early 'til Late

925-3933

"I am
just going to take
one tournament
at a time.
Alli am
conce1ned with is
getting the job
done."
- Sandy Stevenson
last week Stevenson threw a
vicious head-and-arm takedown which won him the
matrh .vith twenty-five seconds left.
Stevenson has a brother,
Jason, who is also on the
Wildcat varsity squad at 142
pounds. Sandy attributes
some of his success to his
brother.
''We wrestled each other all

the time when we were
growing up," he said. "You
should see the hole in the
wall in our living room."
Gary Stevenson, their
father, was an All-American
for Central in 1971 when the
Wildcats were the NAIA
National Champions.
"That is why I want to earn
All-American honors, because
my dad did," he said.
Sandy Stevenson doesn't
look much like a wrestler
because he doesn't bulge out
with muscles, but he is the
winningest wrestler in the
past decade for Central. He
also has another year to build
on his record because he is
still considered a junior for
eligibility. ·
"I am just going to take one
tournament at a time," he
said. "All I am concerned
with is getting the job done."

...

CWU Centennial
Fund-Raising Gala
Opening night
production of

NOISES OFF
Friday, January 25, 1991

Program to include:
6:30 p.m. - Hors d'oevres and Wine, SUB Lair'

7:45 p.m . - Escorted to McConnell Auditorium for
"Center Front." seating - 8:00 p.m. Performance
After-Performance - Private back stage reception for
coffee and dessert
Tax deductible donation: 320.00 per person
Proceeds to benefit the CWU Centennial Celebration
RSVP: 963-2752

4
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Men up, women down
Men capture last 3 meets;
divers host m.eet Saturday
Central's men's swimming
team continued its winning
ways last week by winning
its last three meets.
The men beat Pacific Lutheran 128- 77 at the new
Nicholson Pavillion swimming complex last Saturday
to improve their record to 51 on the year.
Earlier in the week, the
men defeated Whitman 12249 at Walla Walla and
Whitworth 123-58 at
Spokane.
The men won seven of the
11 events on Saturday.
The winners were John
Skroch in the 1000
freestroke and 200
breaststroke, Jon Stemp in
the 200 freestroke, Raif
Moon in the 200 IM and .

SWIMMING
Buzz Vickery in the 200 fly.
The two relay teams consisting of Marc Vuylsteke,
Vickery, Andy Platte, and
Sig Kohl in the 400 medley,
and Vuylsteke, Moon,
Stemp and Greg Samuelson
in the 400 free were also
victorious.
Stemp's time in the 200
free, Vickery' s 200 fly and
Skroch's 1000 free were all
team season-best marks.
Central will host a diving
meet this Saturday beginning at 4 p.m., while the
Wildcat swimmers are idle
until they compete in the
Washington State Open,
Feb. 1-3 at the University
of Washington.

Pinquoch, Harris,
Smith stand out
The women's swimming team
has had its problems lately
dropping two of its last three
meets.
The Lady 'Cats lost to Pacific
Lutheran 115-87 Saturday to
fall to 3-3 on the year.
Prior to the PLU match the
women beat Whitman 137-64
Thursday, but lost to Whitworth 92-86 on Friday.
The women were able to win
five of 11 events Saturday
against the Lutes.
Shannon Pinquoch, who
placed second in the women'e
50 yard free and Annette Harris who won the women's 200
butterfly qualified for nationals in their events.
Molly Smith also did well:
taking the 500 freestyle as well
as anchoring the 400 free relay
squad which posted a seasonbest time of3:45.88 in winning
the event. That team also included Julie Morris, Pinquocb
and Harris.

Expi;ricnce comfi.1rt m excicin~ new color:; .

anJ ~rvle~ for mtn, wDmcn

.
,,..- ·

anJ children. Repair
service av.11lahlc.

MUNDY 1S SHOES

Fourth and Pearl

SUPER BOWL SPAGHETTI FEED

JANUARY 27 2PM-5PM
pizza
place

Regular $4.99. If bought on
Friday, January 25th

ONLY$3.99.

925-9855 _ 2 BIG SCREEN TELEVISIONS

The

University Store
INVITES YOU TO

BLOOD DRAWING!!!
JANUARY 29 + 30
11 - 3, SUB Theater

@:: : : :~: :i1r 1t<.ftiJ1't:g!/t?J9P.£t.J;: : ~'4J?~1:va:1: i-:1t~:. : : : : 1:1 1: 1w
Sponsored by Arnold Air Society
and the American Red Cross.

THE TRADITION LIVES ON!!
WEDNESDAY FRIDAY. SATURDAY
Downstairs Beginning at 8:30 p.m.
NO COVER (we don't have the gall)!
BRAD TORGESON - SPINS TUNES
We Serve (what else) CHEAP Beer!
$2 50 pitchers until 10 p.m.

INTRODUCING!
HAPPY HOUR: Monday - Saturday
10 p.m. - 12 a.m.
•Well Drinks - $1 25
• Draft beer (pints) - $1°0
ADELINE herself \\'.asn't this cheap!

CHECK OUT OUR APPETIZER MENU!

925-9725

MBBT THI
AUTHOR
You_are invited to meet

MICHAEL ALLEN
at a book signing from 1-3 p.m. on Saturday,
February 2, 1991 at The University Store. His book,
"Western Rivermen, 1763-1861," deals with American
folk culture and is subtitled "Ohio and Mississippi
Boatmen and the Myth of the All.gator Horse."
Mr. Allen, a graduate of CWU, worked for three years
as a towboat deckhand and cook on the upper and
lower Mississippi River and is currently an Assistant
Professor of liberal studies at the University of
Washington.

Are You Homophobic?
Do You Know What It Means?
Do "Alternative Lifestyles" Confuse You?
Learn The Facts!
January 29th
Noon-1 p.m.
SUB Pit
Western's GALA
(Gay and Lesbian Alliance)
Sponsored by ASCWU and Student Activities

r-------~--------------------~----------~----,

WHAT'S YOUR VIEW?
The views of Central students are important. Especially your opinions about the war.
The Board of Directors want to know where you stand on what is happening in the
Middle East.
1. How do you feel about U.S. involvement in the Middle East?

2. Now that hostilities have broken out, has your opinion changed?

••

3. As a student here, do you think Central is trying to keep·you informed?
(ie. speakers, information on rallies)

Please Return to the BOD, SUB 106, when filled

out.
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collegiate crossword
2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10 11

12

13

4

15

ACROSS

1 Partner for Rogers
8 House styles
( 2 wds. )
15 Former Yankee
manager
16 Campus building
17 Delighted
IS Cereal garnish
19 Prefix: straight
20 Gridder Dickerson
22 College basketball
tourney
23 Bear: Sp.
24 Goes backwards
27 Clamor
29 Bookstore category
31 Annoy
33 Wen
34 share
38 L.A. suburb
40 Gossip dose
41 Quebec peninsula
42 Baseball hall-offamer Aparicio
45 consequence
46 Sweet pepper
49 Chi ca go time
(abbr.)
50 Ready for use
53 --tse

55

60
65
67

@Edward Julius

55 -

de plume

25 Noted jazz vocalist
26 . Fi rs t name of
Peach or cherry
. fonner VP
Address part
27 Piece of sediment
( 2 wds. )
28 New Rochelle colRiver in Hades
lege
Finished (2 wds.)
30 Galbraith's field,
" - d'Amour,"
for short
1958 song
32 Fra Filippo W. Indies islands
35 Astray (2 wds.)
Pauper's wear
36 Sisters
37 Scheduled time
position
OOWN
39 Playwright Simon
Concerning ( 2 wds. ) 40 Bos ton time (abbr. )
Mix up
42 Social reformers
Science of con43 River to the
struction .
Ubangi
Egyptian emblems
44 Estimated
Arctic dwellings
47 ~voyage
Dakotas Indian
48 Passe (2 wds.)
Aged
50 Soldier from Mcl0.K.
bourne
Small horse-drawn
51 French interjection
carriage
52 With plenty to
Baseball statistic
spare
" - longa, vita
54 Verbal contraction
brevil
·
53 Impecunious
Water pipes
59 River to the DanJbe
Ford or Banks
61 Part of NCO (abbr.)
Methods (abbr.)
62 Eggs
Sports officials
64 Half a Latin dance

56 Alpine goat

57
60
63
65
66

67
68

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
21
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Sofia Coppola was never a waitress
Top 10 (give or take six or
seven) things not to say to a
waitress:
1. "Hey, baby, are you on the
menu?"
2. "Do you take orders to go?
Okay, then, let's go."
3. "This 'Hot Bev' on the
check ... is that your name?"

4. "This food is easily digestible. It should pass well."

13. "I'm here. Under the
table."

8. The word "specimen."
9. "What's your regular job?"

5. "Hey, did you take a bite of
this?"
6. "Can we have more coffee?
We're practicing our comedic
,
spit takes."
7. "I bet I can make you cry
before I leave here."

14. "You're just doing this for
the thrill, right? So we don't
need to leave a tip?"

10. "I recommend plastic
surgery."

15. "We don't have a reservation. There are 26 of us.'

11. The word "coagulate."
12. "What do you think are the
top 10 things not to say to
you?"

Non Compos Mentis

by

16. "Hey, Alice ...where's Flo
and Vera?"

G~eg

TALENT Male & Female, local
audio recording, adult material.
Seniors or grad students ~.
Call collect 0-509-674-4228.
SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES. Sign up now. Contact
John Moser Jr. 925-1272.
SPRING BREAK in Cancun or,
Bahamas from $299.00! Includes
round-trip air, 7 nights hotel,·
cruise, beach parties, free lunch
and much more! Organize a small
group-earn free trip plus cash.
Call 1-800-BEACH It.
SUMMER JOBS -YMCA Camp
Orkila, located on beautiful Orcas Island, is now hiring Unit Directors, Team Leaders, Cabin
Counselors, Aquatic Staff,
Kitchen, Farm and Enviromental
Education staff. Interviews will
beheldintheSUB,February14th
from 9am-4pm. For an application, please call (206) 382-5009.
Best Fundraiser On Campus!
Is your fraternity, sorority or cl uh
interested in earning $500.00 to
$1000.00 for a one week, on-campus marketing project? You must
be well organized and hard working. Call Lena at (800) 592-2121,
extension 115.
Se(Tetarial Services
Word Processing
Term Papers/Projects/
Theses
Reasonable Rates
962-6378

Cruise Ship Jobs
Goessman HIRING
Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas. South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable.

1-206-736-700.0 , Ext.£1Q.22

I·

Pe.rm-Man Creeps down ,.• And he flNl~ lf!II
the t4t1nel it\ seq rcn WEl..CO E To W> '0of Mot\Obrow~ µ;J~'[t. PJROW'.S SECRET LAI'!

'
IS ii/IS Tl/B l!-JVP
oF ~RN~MANf

7-Eleven

~SERYE·U

fAMllY DAIRY

~ ~·"
9
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·pizza
place.

Pizza Place

SUPER BOWL XXV
WEEK-END
BILLS VS. GIANTS
-:.:.;-:-:-:······... . .

SUPER BOWL SPAGHETTI FEED

JANUARY 27 2pm-5pm

2 BIG SCREEN TELEVISIONS

. . •·.·.·.·.·.-... ·.·.·,·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·... ·.·.·•·.·.·.·.·.·.·•·.·.·.·.·•·.....·.·.·.·.·.::::::·:·:

-:-::::::::::;:::::-:::::::>>:-:..

1111111111111111111111111

Regular $4.99. If bought on
Friday, January 25th
ONLY$3.99.

pizza
place

STORE HOURS
11:15 a.m. • 6:30 p.m.
Monds.v • Saturday

!lu............. ..

1

pizza
place

l1l!tllllllll;{ll;11!mil~!~Ml'1 li!,11111
925-9855

Redeem This Coupon For

Three or more toppings

